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11.1 Introduction
Organizational culture is one of the key characteristics of modern business system
due to a range of reasons. Firstly, organizational culture determines uniqueness of
business system and its competitiveness. Secondly, depending on organizational
culture, business system could be flexible or stable – which predetermines its
capability for adaptation and preservation of sustainability. Thirdly, organiza-
tional culture of business system determines the values of its employees, setting
foundations for their motivation and stimulation in the interests of growth of
efficiency and effectiveness of the business system.

Nevertheless, despite the multi-aspect study and application of organiza-
tional culture of modern business systems, its connection to the process of
decision making is usually considered indirectly as an addition to other com-
ponents of functioning and development of the business system. Due to this,
specifics of decision making in business systems are a result of the organiza-
tional culture. Current requirements of state regulators, society, and interme-
diaries (e.g., high innovational activity) are taken into account during
management of organizational culture of modern business systems, but its
influence on the process of decision making is not considered. That is, orga-
nizational culture develops spontaneously (it not controlled) in the aspect of
decision making.

The working hypothesis of the research consists in the idea that spontaneous
(in the aspect of decision making) formation and development of organizational
culture of modern business systems is unacceptable, and this process requires
management – based on the set criteria of decision making (high speed or low
resource intensity). The purpose of the work is to determine the connection
between organizational culture and specifics of the process of decision making in
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modern business systems and to determine the directions of management of
organizational culture depending on the set criteria of decision making.

11.2 Materials and Method
The performed literature overview showed that in the existing publications the
influence of organizational culture on functioning and development of modern
business system is studied through the prism of its components as follows:

• production: organizational culture is classified according to inclination to
innovations, and the culture that stimulates innovational activities of
employees and culture that restrains these activities are distinguished;

• distribution (marketing): organizational culture is classified according to sus-
ceptibility to the influence of external environment and adaptation to changes;
culture that focuses on internal environment and culture that focuses on
external environment are distinguished;

• organization: organizational culture is classified according to the level of
strictness (standardization and norming); culture that strictly regulates business
processes and business communications and culture that allows for free
organization of business processes and business communications are
distinguished.

Influence of organizational culture on the above components of modern
business systems is studied in detail by the multiple examples and described in the
works of such scholars and experts as Al-Hadi, Al-Yahyaee, Hussain, and Taylor
(2018), Bae, Masud, and Kim (2018), Belouettar et al. (2018), Bobillo, Rodrı́guez-
Sanz, and Tejerina-Gaite (2018), Gaitán, Herrera-Echeverri, and Pablo (2018),
Keay and Zhao (2018), Krivtsov (2014), Krivtsov (2015), Krivtsov, Polinova,
Ivankina, Chubarkova, and Prokubovskaya (2016), Marques, de Sousa Ribeiro,
and Barboza (2018), Popkova (2017), Popkova et al. (2017), Popkova, Ragulina,
and Bogoviz (2019), Popkova, Gornostaeva, and Tregulova (2018), Singareddy,
Chandrasekaran, Annamalai, and Ranjan (2018), Sukhodolov, Popkova, and
Litvinova (2018, pp. 1–38), Thomsen (2016), Veselovsky, Izmailova, Bogoviz,
Lobova, and Alekseev (2017), Bogoviz (2019), Bogoviz et al. (2019), and Nechaev
et al. (2019).

At that, the managerial component – in particular, the process of decision
making – is poorly studied from the positions of organizational culture and
requires further elaboration. For this, classification of the types of organizational
culture of modern business systems according to the criterion of involvement of
employees in decision making is offered (Fig. 11.1).

As is seen from Fig. 11.1, two measurements of involvement of employees in
decision making are used for classifying the types of organizational culture of
modern business systems. First measurement: interest of business manager in
involvement of employees in the process of decision making. Second measure-
ment: inclination of employees to participation in the process of making of
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managerial decisions. These measurements are influenced by the following
factors:

• successful experience of involvement of employees in decision making in this
business system: the more examples of this involvement and the more
effective it is, the higher the interest of business manager and inclination
of employees to participation in the process of making of managerial
decisions;

• sphere of national economy of the business system: production specifics of
functioning of business system can stimulate or hinder the involvement of
employees into the process of decision making;

• specifics of ownership for capital or the organizational and legal form
of business system: the more complex the structure of ownership for
capital (the most complex structure is peculiar for joint-stock companies), the
less possibilities for involvement of employees in the process of decision
making;

• personal features of business manager and employees of business system: for
successful involvement of employees in the process of decision making, busi-
ness manager and employees should have such competences as team work,
creative skills, etc.

Collective decisions 
by employees and 
business manager

Collective discussion, 
but decision made by 

business manager

Interest of business manager in 
involvement of employees into the 
process of decision making

Employees’ inclination to participation 
in the process of making of managerial 
decisions

high

highlow

low

Collection of 
feedback by business 

manager with low 
interest to it from 

employees

Independent decision 
making by business 

manager without 
participation of 

employees

Fig. 11.1. Classification of Types of Organizational Culture of
Modern Business Systems According to the Criterion of Involvement of

Employees in Decision Making. Source: Compiled by the authors.
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At the crossing of these two measurements, four types of organizational culture
of modern business systems according to the criterion of involvement of
employees in decision making appear as follows:

(1) independent decision making by business manager without participation of
employees: with low interest from business manager and low inclination of
employees to participation in this process;

(2) collective discussion, but decision made by business manager: with high
inclination of employees but low interest of business manager in involvement
of employees in this process;

(3) collection of feedback by business manager with low interest from
employees: with high interest of business manager but low inclination (lack
of initiative) of employees to participation in this process;

(4) collective decision making by employees and business manager: with high
interest of business manager and high inclination of employees to partici-
pation in this process.

11.3 Results
According to the offered classification, connection between the types of organi-
zational culture and specifics of the process of decision making in modern busi-
ness systems at each stage of this process is determined (Table 11.1).

As is seen from Table 11.1, independent decisions by business manager do not
allow determining most needs and possibilities of the business system in decision
making. Business manager cannot be aware of all problems that emerge during
implementation of business processes, and a lot of problems remain without
attention and without collection of feedback. The process of determination of
needs and possibilities is peculiar for high resource intensity, as it requires target
monitoring of the business system. However, in this case, decisions are made very
quickly, though the probability of dissatisfaction of employees with decisions and
of protest against their implementation is very high.

Collective discussion but decision by business manager and collection of
feedback by business manager with low interest to it from employees influence the
specifics of the process of decision making in modern business systems in the same
way. These specifics are connected to incomplete determination of the needs and
possibilities of the business system for making of managerial decisions, the pos-
sibility of quick decision making if necessary, and the possibility of quick
implementation of decisions if necessary – though, employees’ support is not
guaranteed.

Collective decision making by employees and business manager ensures the
most complete determination of needs and low resource intensity of this process,
as involvement of employees is a variant of cheap outsource and allows reducing
managerial expenditures. Due to active involvement of employees into the process
of decision making, the most complete determination of possibilities and low
resource intensity of this process are achieved.
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Table 11.1. Connection between Organizational Culture and Specifics of the Process of Decision Making in Modern
Business Systems.

Type of Organizational
Culture

Stage of the Process of Decision Making

1. Determining the Needs 2. Determining the
Possibilities

3. Comparing the
Alternatives

4. Implementation,
Reflection

Independent decision
making by business
manager

No determination of
most needs, high
resource intensity of
this process

No determination of
most possibilities, high
resource intensity of
this process

The fastest decision
making

High probability of
dissatisfaction of
employees by
decisions made

Collective discussion Incomplete
determination of needs
of business system for
making of managerial
decisions

Incomplete
determination of
possibilities of business
system in making of
managerial decisions

Possibility of fast
decision making if
necessary

Possibility of quick
implementation of
made decisions if
necessary, but is not
guaranteed

Collection of feedback
Collective decision
making by employees
and business manager

Most complete
determination of needs,
low resource intensity
of this process

Most complete
determination of
possibilities, low
resource intensity of this
process

The longest decision
making

Employees’ support,
quick implementation
of made decisions

Source: Compiled by the authors.
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However, this type of organizational culture is peculiar for the longest decision
making. This is caused by the necessity for providing all interested employees with
possibility and time for independent comparison of accessible alternatives and
further collective discussion and joint decision – which will conform to the
interests of most employees and business manager. In this case, active support
from employees is achieved, as well as quick implementation of the decisions.

11.4 Conclusion
Thus, connection between organizational culture and specifics of the process of
decision making in modern business systems according to the criterions of the
level of involvement of employees in decision making is determined. The mini-
mum level of involvement envisages independent decision making by business
manager without participation of employees. In this case, a lot of problems of
business system remain without attention, and possibilities are not used. Resource
intensity of decision making is the highest, and their practical implementation is
difficult due to dissatisfaction of employees, but this process is conducted very
quickly.

The average level of involvement envisages either collective discussion but
decision by business manager or collection of feedback by business manager with
low interest from employees. In this case, resource intensity of decision making is
lower, and decisions are made and implemented much quicker. The highest level
of involvement is connected to collective decisions by employees and business
manager. This allows for full determination of problems and usage of possibilities
of the business system with minimum expenditures of resources. Though duration
of the process of decision making is the highest, solutions are implemented very
quickly due to support from employees.

The determined specifics confirm the offered hypothesis and show the necessity
for considering the influence of organizational culture on specifics of decision
making in modern business systems. Depending on the set criteria (completeness,
speed, and resource intensity) of decision making, the following directions of
management of organizational culture are recommended:

• for comprehensive solving of problems and usage of possibilities of the busi-
ness system, as well as reduction of resource intensity of the process of decision
making, it is necessary to create favorable conditions for maximum involve-
ment of employees into this process, by development of accessible and effective
collection of feedback (internal communications of managerial staff and
business entities);

• for accelerating the process of decision making, it is necessary to limit
participation of employees in this process, blocking the channels of collection
of feedback in the business system.

It should be concluded that no type of organizational culture of modern
business system according to the criterion of involvement of employees in decision
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making can provide a guarantee of optimal decisions. This is due to susceptibility
of involvement of employees in the process of decision making to the following
risks:

• risk of collective discussion becoming a conflict;
• risk of employees seeking their own interests not in favor of interest of the

business system during decision making;
• risk of insufficient competence of employees in the aspect of making of

managerial decisions.

Thus, managerial aspects of decision making in modern business systems
require thorough study. Also, attention should be paid to the role of leadership in
the process of decision making in modern business systems.
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